
THE LIGHT OF DAY APOCALYPTIC NEWS BRIEF FOR AUGUST 2013

JULY 28-
Now Lloyd's of London warns of EMP
http://www.wnd.com/2013/07/now-lloyds-of-london-warns-of-emp/

JULY 28-
Spacecraft Sees Giant 'Hole' In the Sun
http://news.yahoo.com/spacecraft-sees-giant-hole-sun-video-153040642.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gEPuzX2ix3k&feature=player_detailpage

JULY 29-
Big Asteroid Flies By Earth Tonight
http://news.yahoo.com/big-asteroid-flies-earth-tonight-watch-live-181538326.html

JULY 30-
1,122 Record Cold Temps in the U.S. in one week
http://wattsupwiththat.com/2013/07/30/july-ends-on-a-frigid-note-as-record-cold-
outpaces-warmth-nearly-10-to-1/

JULY 30-
Did a meteor hit Orange County
http://www.latimes.com/local/lanow/la-me-ln-orange-county-
meteor-20130730,0,7530990.story?track=rss

JULY 30-
Melting Polar Ice Cap Creates A Lake On Top Of The World
http://www.weather.com/news/science/environment/melting-polar-ice-cap-created-
lake-top-world-20130729

JULY 31-
Massive solar flare narrowly misses Earth, EMP disaster barely avoided
http://washingtonexaminer.com/massive-solar-flare-narrowly-misses-earth-emp-
disaster-barely-avoided/article/2533727

AUGUST 1-
America's first climate change refugees: Hundreds forced to flee their Alaskan village 
before it disappears underwater within a decade
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2381218/Kivalina-Americas-climate-change-
refugees-Hundreds-forced-flee-Alaskan-village-disappears-underwater-
decade.html#ixzz2aY5ht8w8

AUGUST 2-
Is the Louisiana sinkhole actually a ‘volcano'
http://beforeitsnews.com/earthquakes/2013/08/sinkhole-takes-on-volcano-like-quality-
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is-this-more-proof-that-the-louisiana-sinkhole-is-actually-a-volcano-2467028.html

AUGUST 2-
Surprise Eruption in Yellowstone
http://www.weather.com/video/surprise-eruption-in-yellowstone-38
179

AUGUST 2-
Hundreds of of submarine volcanoes found off the coast of Norway
http://theextinctionprotocol.wordpress.com/2013/08/02/hundreds-of-submarine-
volcanoes-found-off-the-coast-of-norway/

AUGUST 3-
Mysterious Massive Sinkhole Swallows Pasture In Kansas
http://beforeitsnews.com/earthquakes/2013/08/mysterious-massive-sinkhole-swallows-
pasture-in-kansas-video-2467134.html

AUGUST 3-
Comets found lurking closer to Earth than previously thought
http://theextinctionprotocol.wordpress.com/2013/08/03/comets-found-lurking-closer-to-
earth-than-previously-thought/

AUGUST 4-
Russian Meteor May Have Sibling Asteroids That Pose Threat To Earth, Study 
Suggests
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/08/04/russian-meteor-asteroids-threat-to-earth-
study_n_3701389.html?ref=topbar

AUGUST 5-
The Days of NOAH here ???????
http://www.weather.com/news/science/costa-rica-plans-close-zoos-release-
animals-20130805

This seems BIZARRE Folks.. What comes to mind is the Movie 2012 when 
animals are being flown to the Arks.. Is this indeed what is occurring ?? Are 
animals being ushered away to some Secret location in an attempt to 
PRESERVE remnants of our Animal Kingdom due to the Full-fledged POLE 
SHIFT coming due to Planet-X's passage ??? Sheldon

AUGUST 6-
A disturbingly high number of dead dolphins have been washing up on East Coast 
shores....
http://abcnews.go.com/blogs/headlines/2013/08/dead-dolphins-wash-up-in-
disturbingly-high-numbers-at-risk-to-humans/
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AUGUST 6-
WEATHER CHANNEL: Asteroids Heading Toward Earth
http://www.weather.com/video/asteroids-heading-toward-earth-38214

AUGUST 6-
MAGNETIC FIELD REVERSAL ON THE SUN READY TO OCCUR..
It hasn't happened yet, but it's about to. Data from NASA-supported observatories 
show that the sun's global magnetic field will flip before the end of 2013. The reversal, 
which signals the arrival of Solar Maximum, will have ripple effects felt throughout the 
solar system. Get the full story and a video from Science@NASA.

AUGUST 6-
Sinkhole Swallows Backhoe in Downtown Montreal
http://abcnews.go.com/blogs/headlines/2013/08/sinkhole-swallows-backhoe-in-
downtown-montreal/

AUGUST 9-
U.S. declares ‘unusual mortality event’ as dolphin deaths rise on East Coast
http://theextinctionprotocol.wordpress.com/2013/08/09/u-s-declares-unusual-mortality-
event-as-dolphin-deaths-rise-on-east-coast/

Professor Jim Mccanney's 8/11/13 statement on 'Insider' Patti Brossard-
August 11, 2013 ... is Pattie Brussard real ??? after investigating here is my analysis ... 
what she is saying is pure fabricated BS !!! first of all if she worked for the places she 
said (credentials can be fabricated or in some cases eliminated) then she is under 
strict gag orders and contracts NOT to talk about anything and these gag orders will 
and are enforced ... she does appear to be real or at least NASA is complicit in 
allowing her to appear real ... in either case she would not have ANYTHING allowed 
on YOUTUBE or any other outlet ... anything would be taken down immediately and 
she would be sequestered and put in a room where no one would ever hear from her 
again (NASA employees are all under strict gag orders) ... the ploy is to make her 
sound credible and that she is exposing NASA (something every mouse on the 
internet would love to exploit especially all the sky is falling planet X nut case wanna 
bees that inhabit the internet... so lots of unsuspecting nut cases to pound her story) ... 
so you then logically conclude that NASA and the misinformation agencies up to a 
high level are allowing Pattie Brussard to push out her goofy message of NASA hiding 
data about some second sun with 7 companions (maybe they were even hoping i 
would bite that hook) ... but the plot thickens ... soon the white hats will come riding in 
to save the day to debunk her BS and everyone can then point to another nut case 
promoting false planet X stories ... this time a credentialed NASA employee ... this will 
effectively prevent any future cases of NASA employees venting real information an 
added side effect of all of this ... the boy already cried wolf ... the photos she is 
showing are of comet ISON next to Jupiter ... calling it another sun ... and claiming it 
has 7 planets around it ... additionally claiming that it is "pushing a red cloud in front of 
it to mars" (some mumbo jumbo fairy tale science) which is a cover story for what i had 
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been saying all along ... that comet ISON will change the atmosphere of mars and the 
majority chemical would be SO2 sulfur dioxide which is the most common chemical 
around Jupiter and in outer space is very red (remember comet shoemacher levy 
9 ???) ... they are trying to head off at the pass my prediction that comet ISON will 
change the atmosphere of mars in its encounter with mars in september ... note the 
timing here ... that is a month away ... but NASA retains the official stance that there is 
nothing to watch regarding comet ISON until november when they have a team of high 
level scientists to pound the scientifically illiterate public with misinformation ... there 
are many other aspects to this bizarre story but these are the central issues ... Jim 
Mccanney   P.S. when i listen to her talk she sounds like she is under mind control ... 
that is how mind control "victims" talk ... in a slow drone lifeless manner ... then again 
she could just be one of those brain dead tier II scientists ..

AUGUST 11-
Sinkhole causes resort villa to partially collapse
http://www.kgun9.com/news/local/Sinkhole-causes-resort-villa-to-partially-
collapse-219251231.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FzPD1CGxuTI&feature=em-uploademail

This goes back to a report from 3/25/13 that I Missed !!!!!!
MARCH 25-
Space chief: Cuts limit tracking orbiting space junk
http://www.airforcetimes.com/article/20130325/NEWS/303250043/Space-chief-Cuts-
limit-tracking-orbiting-junk

AUGUST 13-
U.S. Military's 'Space Fence' Shutdown Will Weaken Orbital Surveillance Network 
http://www.scientificamerican.com/article.cfm?id=us-militarys-space-
fence&WT.mc_id=SA_DD_20130814

New METEOR Radar being deployed across Southern U.S. in October !!!!!
Space Weather.com reporting today:

SPACE FENCE, SEQUESTERED: The US Air Force Space Surveillance System, 
a.k.a. the "Space Fence," will be shut down on Oct. 1st. This is a result of automatic 
cuts imposed by the US Congressional budget sequester ( BULLSHIT- Sheldon ). The 
Space Fence is a multi-station radar deployed across the southern USA capable of 
tracking satellites, space debris, and meteoroids as far as 30,000 km from Earth. 
Readers are asking how this development affects Space Weather Radio, which 
broadcasts echoes from the Space Fence. Answer: In October we will shift to a new 
type of meteor radar based on the forward scattering of VHF TV signals.

Makes you wander HOW THICK of a debris stream ahead of Planet-X & Comet 
ISON is headed inbound ???? I do know that Russian Times just reported that 
20 more Asteroids are headed on the same path as that one that exploded over 
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Russia back in February... This NEW "Space Fence" is probably another one of 
those "heads up" tools the Elites will be utilizing to warn them of the Pre-Event 
dangers, just like they're using the Space Station & probes near Mars, etc. to 
see the DRAMATIC Climate effects transpiring as the Brown Dwarf pierces our 
Ecliptic Table more & more..The Elites want to be the ONLY ONES with ACCESS 
to ALL of the Space Rock data coming in to save their own Asses & the “hell for 
the rest of us, including their own within NASA”....Sheldon

AUGUST 16-
NASA Gives Up Fixing Kepler Planet-Hunting Telescope 
http://www.weather.com/news/science/space/nasa-gives-fixing-kepler-planet-hunting-
telescope-20130816
http://www.pbs.org/newshour/bb/science/july-dec13/kepler_08-16.html
http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2013-08-16/keplers-broken-wheels-leave-earth-
without-a-planet-spotter

Just like the Elites are "shutting down" the US Air Forces Space Surveillance 
system 'Space Fence' so that the Civilian sector & even MOST within NASA 
can't access the incoming rocks ahead of Planet X, appears they're doing the 
same with Kepler now which has been discovering all of the NEW 'Exo-planets' 
that the Brown Dwarf has been CAPTURING along the way in its SLOW ride thru 
Deep Space...Sheldon

AUGUST 20-
Atlantic Ocean Floor Unexpectedly Pumping Iron
http://news.discovery.com/earth/oceans/atlantic-ocean-floor-unexpectedly-pumping-
iron-130820.htm

AUGUST 21-
Subject: Massive US East Coast Disaster Warned Near As Dolphin Deaths Explode
 ( READ WITH DISCERNMENT as Sorcha is a DISINFO Specialist !!!!!!!! )

 A chilling new report prepared for President Putin by the Ministry of Emergency 
Situations (EMERCOM) on top-secret NSA intelligence documents obtained by the 
Federal Security Services (FSB) from heroic whistle-blower Edward Snowden reveals 
that US Federal officials in the area of the United States designated as FEMA Region 
III [Washington D.C., Delaware, Maryland, Pennsylvania, Virginia, West Virginia] are 
“quietly preparing” for what these documents state is an “imminent catastrophic threat” 
related to a previously unknown fault zone many scientific experts fear could see this 
area being destroyed by volcanic, earthquake and massive tsunamis as early as this 
coming October. 
According to this EMERCOM report, US officials became alarmed when on 23 August 
2011 a massive 5.8 magnitude earthquake centered in Virginia shook the entire US 
East Coast and was described as the largest quake of its kind to strike east of the 
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Mississippi River in all of recorded American history.
A report prepared by the United States Geological Survey (USGS) on the 23 August 
2011 Virginia earthquake was partially released this past November (2012), 
EMERCOM says, with a warning that the Eastern coastal regions of the United States 
were, indeed, facing a threat of major tsunamis, but the documents provided by 
Snowden reveal a much grimmer picture of what could possibly be about to occur.
The much expanded, and designated top-secret, USGS report contained in Snowden’s 
documents, EMERCOM states, shows that the 23 August 2011 Virginia earthquake 
shattered a previously unknown fault zone extending from Richmond Virginia outwards 
into the Atlantic Ocean region and stretching upwards into the Chesapeake Bay area 
which is the largest estuary in the United States.
Even worse, this EMERCOM says about this top-secret USGS report, is that American 
scientists are now blaming the devastation occurring in the Chesapeake Bay (which 
has seen 200,000 acres of oyster reefs reduced to about 36,000 in the past nearly 15 
years) on “explosive volcanic out gassing” rapidly growing in this undersea area; a 
situation when combined with the still ongoing catastrophe in the Gulf of Mexico 
caused the United States this past week to declare its first “fishery disaster” in modern 
times.
This EMERCOM report further states that USGS scientists are, likewise, blaming the 
explosion of dolphin deaths this year in US eastern coastal regions on this volcanic 
out-gassing too, and which according to the US National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration (NOAA), in Virginia alone, there were 45 dolphin deaths in July, 
compared to a historic average of only seven for July.
Most concerning to USGS scientists in their top-secret report, EMERCOM experts say, 
is the new evidence revealed this past June (2013) by the Journal Science proving the 
reality of what have been called “earthquake booms” which have long been associated 
with seismic activity, and as we can, in part, read from their article titled “Boom! Super 
Seismo-Sonic Earthquakes Are Real”:
“The inner workings of bizarre and potentially dangerous earthquakes that break the 
seismic sound barrier have now for the first time been confirmed in laboratory 
experiments with real rocks, report scientists in today’s issue of the journal Science.”
Most ominous in the USGS’s concerns about “earthquake booms,” this EMERCOM 
report says, are the increasing number of them being heard in the Richmond, Virginia 
area these past few months, which was near the epicenter of the 23 August 2011 
earthquake and may be heralding a new series of seismic events are about to occur, 
American scientists fear.
As to the preparations being made by the Obama regime should the worst fears of the 
USGS be realized, this EMERCOM report says, can be gleaned from a recent email 
sent out by former South Dakota Senator Sheldon R. Songstad to his friends and 
family that was leaked to the American public and which details steps now being taken 
for FEMA Region III:
The preparations listed include-

Nine-week training course for UN Peace keepers in CONUS to learn Urban Warfare, 
English, and US weapons systems beginning 4th week of July for 386,000 troops to 



be completed by October 1st;

$11 million in antibiotics to be delivered to FEMA region III by October 1st ordered by 
CDC;

FEMA purchase orders for over $14.2 million for MREs and heater meals to be 
delivered to Region III by October 1st;

FEMA purchase orders for 22 million pouches of emergency water to be delivered to 
region III by October 1st;

FEMA purchase orders for $13.6 million for MREs and heater meals to be delivered to 
Austin by October 1st;

2800 MRAPs must be delivered to DHS by October 1st..

 If the American public living in this now feared FEMA Region III area will be warned by 
the Obama regime of the dangers they are facing it remains highly unlikely, especially 
when viewed in the light of Australia’s 60 Minutes News Program this past week 
detailing how the these people were lied to and deceived by their own government 
over the massive poisoning of the Gulf of Mexico by BP after the 2010 Deep Water 
Horizon Disaster.
August 21, 2013 © EU and US all rights reserved. Permission to use this report in its 
entirety is granted under the condition it is linked back to its original source at 
WhatDoesItMean.Com. Freebase content licensed under CC-BY and GFDL.
[Ed. Note: Western governments and their intelligence services actively campaign 
against the information found in these reports so as not to alarm their citizens about 
the many catastrophic Earth changes and events to come, a stance that the Sisters of 
Sorcha Faal strongly disagrees with in believing that it is every human beings right to 
know the truth.  Due to our missions conflicts with that of those governments, the 
responses of their ‘agents’ against us has been a longstanding 
misinformation/misdirection campaign designed to discredit and which is addressed in 
the report “Who Is Sorcha Faal?”.] 

AUGUST 25-
Louisiana sinkhole expected to double
http://mycenturylink.com/tv/3/player/vendor/CNN/player/cnn/asset/cnn-
louisiana_sinkhole_expected_to_double-cnn/source/Recommendations

AUGUST 27-
50 feet wide and growing: Sinkhole shuts down intersection in Springfield, Missouri
http://www.sott.net/article/265512-50-feet-wide-and-growing-Sinkhole-shuts-down-
intersection-in-Springfield-Missouri
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AUGUST 27-
Outgoing DHS Secretary Janet Napolitano Warns of ‘Serious’ Cyber Attack, 
Unprecedented Natural Disaster
http://abcnews.go.com/blogs/politics/2013/08/outgoing-dhs-secretary-janet-napolitano-
warns-of-serious-cyber-attackunprecedented-natural-disaster/

“You also will have to prepare for the increasing likelihood of more weather-
related events of a more severe nature as a result of climate change, and 
continue to build the capacity to respond to potential disasters in far-flung 
regions of the country occurring at the same time."

For her to point out the SEVERITY of Weather-related Disasters coming, I think 
we all need to be MONITORING Preparations being carried out by the 
Establishment.. My current intelligence-gathering efforts are indicating that 
VERY STRONG Preparations are underway & I tend to think it's due to the 
pending ALIGNMENT event slated for Oct. 15th with our inbound Brown Dwarf 
Star & even possibly with COMET ISON.. Bear in mind though that even though 
the ALIGNMENT event with Planet X is slated for Oct. 15th that many weeks 
before we will witness EARTH CHANGE DISASTERS...  The $1 Billion launch of 
the NRO Satellite from Vandenberg this week ( remember a few weeks ago the 
SOFIA platform over New Zealand ? ), along with FEMA Region 3 prep's and the 
Air Force shutting down it's 'Space Fence' by Oct. 1st & NASA's SE Fireball 
Camera Network observing the BRIGHTEST Fireball over the last 5 years and 
Improved estimates of the orbital parameters point to a different kind of object: 
a main belt asteroid... I'm also aware of what Professor Mccanney recently 
stated about "how COMET ISON COULD cause an extremely interesting 
Firework show as it comes closest to Mars MID-September.. SHELDON 

AUGUST 28-
MAJOR FIREBALL EVENT, UPGRADED (AGAIN): NASA's Meteoroid Environment 
Office has upgraded its estimates of a major fireball that exploded over the 
southeastern USA around 2:30 AM on August 28th. Lead researcher Bill Cooke says 
"the fireball reached a peak apparent magnitude of -16, about 20 times brighter than 
a Full Moon, and cast shadows on the ground. This indicates that the meteoroid had a 
mass of more than 110 kg (240 lbs) and was up to a meter in diameter. It hit the top of 
Earth's atmosphere traveling 25 km/s (56,000 mph)." Watch the movie, then read 
more about the fireball below:

"This is the brightest event our network has observed in 5 years of operation," 
he continues. "There are reports of sonic booms reaching the ground, and data from 4 
doppler radars indicate that some meteorites may have fallen along the fireball's 
ground track." (Note: The city in the ground track map is Cleveland, Tennessee, not 
Cleveland, Ohio.)
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An initial calculation of the fireball's orbit suggested it might be a fragment from a 
Jupiter family comet. Improved estimates of the orbital parameters point to a 
different kind of object: a main belt asteroid. If meteorites are recovered from the 
Tennessee countryside, their chemical composition will tell researchers more about 
the origin of the fireball.

One must Wander if this is part of that HUMONGOUS debris field coming in ahead of 
Planet X or even Comet ISON ??? Or perhaps X or ISON 'Dislodging' stuff out 
there ??  Sheldon

Also this week: SPY SATELLITE LAUNCHED: On Wednesday, Aug. 28th, a Delta IV 
Heavy rocket (the world's largest, according to the United Launch Alliance) blasted off 
from Vandenberg Air Force Base in California. Its secret payload was classified by the 
US National Reconnaissance Office. $1 Billion Satellite...
NEW PLANET-X TRACKER ???.. 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ze61oSmDlYk

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ze61oSmDlYk
http://losangeles.cbslocal.com/2013/08/28/vandenberg-set-for-launch-of-largest-rocket-ever/

